
Hi, I am passionate about the reuse of construction materials and the use of recycled concrete road base. 

Some background 

The Material Guideline: Clean Fill, DER 2014 defines clean fill as material that will have no harmful effect on 

the environment and consists of rocks or soil, or a combination of rocks and soil, which is extracted in a raw, 

unaltered form and which is not previously been used, consumed or subject to processing of any kind. 

Materials derived from C&D processing cannot be classified under the DER’s definition as clean fill. 

The Environmental Protection Act 1986 defines waste as matter, whether liquid, solid, gaseous or 

radioactive and whether useful or useless, which is discarded into the environment, or is prescribed to be 

waste. As C&D waste is not discarding matter into the environment, we do not consider the materials 

produced from C&D recycling facilities to be waste. 

The Material Guideline: Construction Products, DER 2014, Section 3, states that if recycled road base and 

recycled drainage aggregate are produced in accordance with the specifications and procedures described 

within the document and by following testing, keeping the required records and users are authorised to use 

the materials the DWER will no longer regard materials produced from C&D waste to be waste. The 

processes described in the Material Guideline: Construction Products can be easily met by C&D processing 

facilities. 

My comment 

It is my position that the materials produced at C&D facilities will be neither clean fill nor waste. 

The backfilling of old quarry voids should be allowed if using processed C&D materials. 

The  DWER considers that backfilling a void is a landfill operation due to the materials used being classified 

as waste. But by the DWER’s own definition processed C&D materials is not waste. 

The discussion paper goes a long way to addressing this issue, but by continuing to use the Justice Beech’s 

definition of clean fill means the use of C&D processed materials will attract a levy payment. 

I have attached a ruling on waste from South Australia which I support. It states that waste ceases to 

become waste when its character changes either through being sold or recycled. 

In summary I support the proposed amendments provided that recycled concrete road base and other 

certified clean processed C&D materials can be used as backfill in voids and not attract the landfill levy. 
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